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H I G H L I G H T S

• Early smart grid R&D advancements can indicate future technological developments.
• A method for analyzing the evolution of smart grid technologies is proposed.
• The Network theory is used to justify the existence of a main path of technologies.
• Four innovation trajectories exist around smart energy applications.
• The proposed approach complements existing methods of main path analysis.
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This paper investigates how the strategic decisions of innovative firms to collaborate with other firms in research
and development projects shape the early evolution of smart grid technologies as an emerging technological
system across Europe. The early innovations and developments in an emerging technological system are crucial
for understanding further developments of the system. This early stage is highly influenced by the strategic
decisions and lobbying power of the firms experimenting with different technological innovations, and the
policies trying to maintain competition and steer the direction of innovative activities. Therefore, it is important
to analyze how innovative firms behave in terms of collaborating with other firms and doing research on specific
energy solutions, which reflect their strategic priorities. By taking a complex network approach, this paper in
vestigates a network of smart grid R&D projects to analyze the convergence of smart grid research activities
towards a stream of innovative solutions, and the variety of innovative activities branching out from these so
lutions. The results verify the convergence of smart grid activities towards one specific stream of innovations, and
reveal the existence of four variations centered around different technological applications. The results can guide
strategy development in innovative firms to take part in research collaborations or focus on specific smart energy
technologies, and have implications for policy makers aiming to influence the direction of smart grid research
programs, as well as for researchers in the field of smart grid innovation and technological innovation systems.

1. Introduction
In the early years of development of emerging technologies, different
innovative ideas compete and contribute to the emergence of new
technological solutions. Innovative firms apply ideas in research pro
jects aimed for the development and diffusion of knowledge [1]. These
innovative activities develop and influence each other in a coevolutionary process, leading to incremental innovations and the
emergence of different directions for knowledge diffusion. As a result,
the development of new technologies is often associated with

incremental innovations by firms that compete and usually imitate the
dominant and original innovating firms [2]. On the other hand, eco
nomic goals and broader restrictions on innovation, such as innovation
policies and global issues (e.g., climate change and economic shocks),
limit the pool of options for the innovative firms and shape the main
directions in which innovations and new technologies develop [3].
These interacting internal and external dynamics shape a pathdependent process that in the longer term contributes to technological
transitions.
Scholars have approached the analysis of this path-dependent
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process through the concepts of main path analysis and the trajectories
of technologies, innovation, or knowledge diffusion [4,5,2]. These
concepts focus on the role of incremental innovations in the emergence
of new path-dependent processes leading to technological change. While
the main path shapes the primary direction of technological de
velopments [6], incremental innovations lead to some variations in the
main path and shape different streams of knowledge connected through
the network of interconnected ideas and innovative activities.
In the early years of development of a technological system, there is
no dominant design, standard, or solution [7]. This has implications for
emerging technologies, since even small differences in the alternatives
or the trajectories in the early stages of development can lead to
completely different patterns or solutions in the more mature states.
These notions of path-dependency and alternative pathways are
formalized as “cumulativeness” and “selectivity” of the main path [8].
One way to operationalize these notions is through investigating the
convergence of the research and innovation activities to a limited set of
innovations, and the extent to which the strategic focus of newcomers is
to imitate other firms or start forming new technological directions.
There are methods in the literature to find the main streams of
technological activities by using the network of publications or patent
citations [9]. These methods are powerful for main path analysis and
exploring technological trajectories that are well underway, but have
two limitations for the scope of this research. First, these approaches
take the convergence of innovative activities to specific technological
solutions as granted, and investigate the emergence of technological
trajectories. However, for analyzing the very early years of development
of a technological system, the convergence of research activities toward
dominant solutions should be verified before exploring variations in and
around these solutions.
Second, the network of publications, citations or other outputs of
innovation activity provide limited insight into the strategic decisions of
the firms to join the network of innovative activities, and investi in new
technologies. In other words, in order to analyze the behavior of new
comers in emerging technological systems and investigate their strate
gies to choose among different technological ideas, organizational
involvement in research activities and their collaborations with other
firms on specific technological solutions seem more relevant.
In this respect, this paper takes a network approach and combines
ideas from network theory to explore the convergence of smart grid
activities from a pool of smart grid research projects. This is done in four
steps: first, a network of research projects is constructed to reveal the
structure of early collaborations; second, the convergence of innovative
activities is verified by using the concept of preferential attachment from
network theory; third, the dominant technological path and its varia
tions are identified; and finally, the main advancements and the focal
activities in each variation are investigated. We conclude this paper with
managerial, policy and academic implications.

the main path or paradigm. In other words, there is some space for
choices along with the main path, and these choices are governed by
specific circumstances in which the technology develops [4]. These
variations are called trajectories of technology, innovation or knowledge
diffusion, based on the maturity of the system or the focus of observa
tion. As a result, the concept of variety is crucial for describing the
trajectories as the sets of branching and merging technologies [10].
While looking at the inner dynamics of the technological systems, the
main interest is not the commercial applications, but to map the tech
nological interconnectedness [11]. In fact, the notion of trajectories
considers technological innovations as sequential and interrelated
events [12], and suggests within the network of interconnected ideas
and innovations, a few main streams or main paths of knowledge exist
that summarize the major developments in the field. In this respect, the
dominant activities in the network correspond to the primary flow of
ideas.
Path-dependency of incremental innovation processes in a complex
innovation system implies that small differences between different al
ternatives can lead to completely different solutions in the future states
of the system. Therefore, understanding these possible alternatives is
important for the formulation and implementation of corporate strate
gies. Furthermore, at the policy level, it helps to design scenarios to
maintain the competition of ideas in order to prevent the rapid
convergence to suboptimal solutions, a problem called ‘early lock-in’
[13].
Thus, the aim of this paper is to depict the notions of selectivity,
cumulativeness, and path-dependency in early smart grid projects in
order to show the main streams of innovations in emerging smart grid
system. This study proposes to use the network of research and devel
opment projects for this purpose.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 3, the pro
posed methodology and data used in this paper are explained. First, a
hybrid model of random and preferential attachment networks is pre
sented to verify the convergence of ideas (§3.1), followed by a social
network analysis to find the main stream of ideas and the resulting
variations (§3.2). Then, the context of this research is presented (§3.3);
where the database used is briefly discussed. Section 4 presents the re
sults and explains the main projects in each variation. Section 5 dis
cusses the emerging variations and implications for strategic planning
and policy making. Section 6 contains the conclusions.
3. Methodology
Constructing a network of research projects is the first step in iden
tification of the main stream and variations of innovation diffusion. To
do so, three assumptions are taken for network construction. First, a
cumulative network is needed for analyzing path-dependency and
tracking and identification of the main path; therefore, once a node is
added to the network, it remains there until the end of analysis. Second,
the main mechanism for knowledge diffusion between projects is
diffusion through shared firms; thus, once a new project begins, a link is
formed between the new project and all the existing projects that have at
least one firm in common with the new project. Finally, the intensity of
knowledge diffusion, and the involvement of two projects in the same
variation is associated with the number of firms they share. As a result,
the weight of each link between two nodes or projects equals the number
of firms shared between two projects.
Considering these assumptions, a method is proposed by using social
network analysis, an approach that provides routines for investigating
actor-network evolution ([14,15]). The operationalization of this
approach is done in three steps. First, the existence of a potential main
path can be justified through complex network theory and by using a
hybrid model of random and preferential attachment networks. Second,
by combining insights from evolutionary modeling with a community
detection algorithm called “Clique Percolation Method” (CPM), a
revised algorithm is used for finding the main path of innovations and

2. Background and motivations
The role of technological advances and incremental innovations in
the emergence of new technologies is focal to the ideas of technological
paradigms and technological trajectories [4]. Dosi defines a technolog
ical paradigm as a pattern of seeking solutions for technological prob
lems, and proposes that the usual path of knowledge development is
very selective in terms of the technical frameworks taken by innovative
firms. This leads to the fact that from all possible directions of techno
logical development, only a small portion is realized. In this sense, the
term paradigm is often used to describe the first general selection made
from all possible research directions in a path dependent and cumulative
process [2].
Thus, a technological paradigm dominating the path of technological
developments for a long time is set out of a small number of innovative
ideas and technological solutions. Along with the paradigm, incremental
innovations create variations, although the main direction is limited by
2
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the effective number of innovation variations. Finally, main activities
and projects in the main path, and the variations, are explained. While
the activities in the main path can represent the logical sequence of
activities associated with increasing maturity of the technological sys
tem over time, the variations can be considered as core areas of inno
vative activities branching from the main path.

Thus, combining Eqs. (1)–(3) yields the following equation for the
hybrid model, where the first expression is associated with link forma
tion based on random network, while the second expression implies a
preferential attachment process:
(4)

ddi (t)/dt = αm/t + (1 − α)mdi (t)/2mt

3.1. A hybrid model of random and preferential attachment networks

One property of such a growing network is that the older nodes on
average have a higher degree, and the networks are not fully random or
scale-free. In this respect, younger nodes have lower degrees and if we
sort nodes based on their time of addition to the network, by knowing
some degree d the node can be determined. In this situation, the degree
distribution can be specified as:

The first step in the methodology is to check for the existence of a
main path, before putting effort to analyze it. To do so, insights from
complex network theory are used in this section to justify the emergence
of the main path. In network theory, a fat-tailed or scale-free degree
distribution [16] exists in growing networks when the degree of a node
increases in proportion to its existing degree [17]. In other words, the
more neighbors a node has, the larger the likelihood that it will get new
neighbors. In the literature of social networks, such a process of link
formation is called “preferential attachment” [18]. Two important fea
tures are necessary for a network with preferential attachment; first, the
system should grow over time and new nodes enter the network. Second,
the degrees of existing nodes grow proportional to their size [17]. The
second feature is the well-known systemic effect that the rich get richer.
The implications of analyzing preferential attachment for a cumu
lative network of projects and the emergence of a main path is that when
a new node (a new project) is added to the network, the tendency of
joining the main path or existing projects is proportional to the size of
the existing nodes. In other words, if the existing projects have many
firms shared between different projects, in a network with one dominant
path, the likelihood of sharing firms with new projects is high in a
network with preferential attachment. As a result, in the extreme case
where there is only one main path without any variation, the new nodes
attach to the existing nodes in proportion to the degree of existing nodes,
and the degree distribution is fully fat-tailed or scale-free. On the other
hand, in a completely random network, new projects randomly attach to
the existing nodes. It means the level of randomness in creating new
links opens the space for variations in the main path and the emergence
of new variations or new paths. In reality, many social networks exhibit
neither fully random behavior nor the preferential attachment process,
but a degree distribution lying between the two extremes. Therefore,
finding the relative balance between a random network versus a scalefree network is critical for justifying the existence of the main path,
leading to the emergence of hybrid models of random and preferential
attachment [19–24].
To construct the hybrid model, here we use the method developed by
Jackson [17]. A hybrid model of link formation that mixes random and
preferential attachment networks assumes a new node uses two pro
cesses to attach to the existing nodes, either with a probability of α for
attaching randomly to the existing nodes, or with a probability of (1 − α)
for link formation based on preferential attachment. Therefore, the final
model has a combination of link formation from both strategies:

(5)

di (t) = δt (i)

where δt (i) is an invertible decreasing function of i, which indicates
newer nodes have lower degrees. Since degree increases with age, the
fraction of nodes with a degree higher than d are the ones entered the
system before node i, satisfying δt (i) = d or t = δ−t 1 (d). So, for time t
degree distribution is equal to the ones older than time t:
(6)

Dt (d) = 1 − δ−t 1 (d)/t
of:

Going back to Eq. (3), this is a differential equation with the solution

di (t) = δt (i) = (m + 2αm/(1 − α))(t/i)(1−

α)/2

− 2αm/(1 − α)

(7)

From (7) one can calculate:
δ−t 1 (d) = t((m +

2αm
2αm 2/(1−
)/(d +
))
1− α
1− α

(8)

α)

Therefore, the degree distribution equals:
Dt (d) = 1 − ((m +

2αm
2αm 2/(1−
)/(d +
))
1− α
1− α

(9)

α)

In Eq. (9), when α = 0, the degree distribution equals 1 − (md)2 which
is the degree distribution for pure preferential attachment and when α

approaches 1, the distribution approaches (1 − e− m ) which is the dis
tribution for a uniformly random network. As a result, the main task for
justifying the main path is to approximate the parameter α as the level of
mixing between a random and a preferential attachment distribution.
To do so, the degree distribution of the nodes in the network over
time is fit to Eq. (9) to estimate α. Since Eq. (9) is non-linear in α, a
simple iterative least squares regression approach is used for approxi
mation by using Eq. (10).
)
(
2
2αm
2
2αm
Log(1 − D(d) ) =
−
log m +
)
(10)
log(d +
1− α
1− α
1− α
(1 − α)
d− m

Beginning with an initial value of α0 and regressing Log(1 − D(d) ) on
log(d + 21−α0αm0 ), an early estimation for α in (1−2 α) can be obtained. By

Hybridmodel = α(randommodel) + (1 − α)(preferentialattachmentmodel)

continuing the iteration until the estimates converge, the final value for

(1)

α is found.

If we assume each new node at time t forms m links with the existing t
nodes, change in degree distribution for the random network equals:
ddi (t)/dt = m/t

(3)

ddi (t)/dt = mdi (t)/2mt = di (t)/2t

3.2. The method of main path identification

(2)

In order to find the main path of innovation as well as innovation
variations, a method is used by combining the “Clique Percolation
Method” (CPM, [25]) from network theory and a diversity index [26]
from evolutionary modeling. Then, a simple algorithm is used to
investigate the resulting main path and its associated variations.

where di (t)is node i’s degree at time t. For a preferential attachment
network, if we assume the nodes are born over time, and again form m
links with the existing nodes, but this time based on their relative de
grees, the probability of receiving a link from a new node is m multiplied
by each nodes’ degree divided by total degree. Since total degree of the
network at time t equals mt, the degree distribution for the case pref
erential attachment would be:

3.2.1. Clique Percolation method (CPM)
The original algorithm used in the CPM aims to find overlapping
communities by locating the k-clique communities of unweighted, un
3
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directed networks. Here, a community is a group of nodes more densely
connected to each other than nodes outside the community, and in real
networks these communities often overlap. A clique is a complete graph;
in other words, a subnetwork with all the nodes connected to each other
and a clique with k nodes is called a k-clique and two k-cliques that share
k − 1 nodes are called adjacent. Then, CPM creates the matrix of all the
overlapping cliques and aggregates the adjacent cliques to create larger
communities. In some variations of this method for finding overlapping
communities, by setting the parameterk, any two modules with at least
k − 1 nodes in common are considered as adjacent and can be used to
find very large communities by lowering the threshold fork.
For the purpose of this paper, a modified version of the algorithm is
used to find the main path of innovation and its associated innovation
variations. A clique is constituted from all the projects a firm is a
member of. A firm with involvement in several projects forms a large
clique. In this respect, each clique can be considered as the firm’s
innovation variation. Involvement of several firms in the same projects
leads to overlap between these innovation variations of the firms. For
each pair of overlapping cliques, if k is the size of the smaller clique and
the cliques have k − 1 nodes in common, then they are merged and form
a larger clique. This analysis is done for all the possible pairs and the
process is repeated for the resulting cliques until no new clique is
formed. Each of the resulting cliques is a combination of different firmlevel innovation variations that are partially overlapping.
In other words, if the resulting cliques were fully independent, then
the network could be easily classified as a set of distinct innovation
variations without a single main path of innovation. However, for the
case of overlapping cliques, a measure of diversity from evolutionary
studies is used to calculate the efficient value of distinct cliques.

When one community fully dominates the network, D equals one, and
when there is no overlap and each community has the same number of
links, D equals N. For other values between these two extremes, there is
the possibility of identifying one or more main paths and some varia
tions for each path.
Finally, in order to analyze the main path and the variations of
knowledge diffusion, the basic structure can be derived based on the
strength of link formation. In this respect, for each year the nodes
attached through strongest links (highest weights) are part of the main
path. Then, for multiple links with the same weights, the ones forming
the largest clique are in the main path in order to maximize the average
link weight. For cliques with several link weights, all the nodes are in the
same variation as the nodes involved in the links with highest weights.
The remaining nodes involved in several cliques are part of the clique
with lowest average link weight to avoid weight strength loss in the
main variations. As a result, over time the main path is formed around
the network of links with highest weights.
Following these simple steps results in identification of the main path
of innovation based on tracking the high-strength links over time, and
the innovation variations based on the overlapping cliques formed
around high-strength links.
3.3. Context and data
Smart grid is an emerging technological system. It aims to combine
information and communication technologies (ICT) with metering and
control technologies for enabling different applications such as demand
response, dynamic pricing, integration of large scale or distributed
renewable energy sources and electric mobility, amongst others
[33–35]. In emerging innovation systems, new regulations and stan
dards are two main issues. On one hand, new regulations define access to
resources such as the grid and specific markets, and on the other hand,
widespread standards are not present [36]. Therefore, a variety of
knowledge development and innovative activities shape different tech
nologies and applications, highly influenced by the strategic decisions of
the firms. Research in the fields of new energy technologies and sus
tainability heavily relies on such variations and developments in tech
nological systems, materialized in the field of energy transition [37–40].
In order to illustrate the early advances in smart grid system, a
network of research projects focused on smart grid innovations across
Europe is chosen. As mentioned in the introduction, smart grid is still in
the formative years of development [41,42] and the European smart grid
is not an exception, characterized by substantial R&D funding, demon
stration projects and experimentation, and a variety of immature busi
ness models [43], along with the emergence of specific visions for the
future of the field. In this situation, the technologies are subject to
particular uncertainties due to lack of standardization and the active
role of both small start-ups and large transnational companies in
collaboration with universities and research institutes [35].
The data used in this study focus on the very early smart grid projects
in Europe and comes from the 2014 database on smart grid projects
collected and compiled by the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the Eu
ropean Union [35]. The database is composed of research & develop
ment (R&D) and demonstration & deployment (D&D) projects. R&D
projects usually aim for knowledge development; therefore, they are
used for analyzing the main path of innovation in this study. The defi
nition of R&D projects in this database is based on the Frascati Manual
[44] and includes three activities: basic research, applied research, and
experimental development [35].
A quality check was performed on the existing data to improve the
consistency and applicability for the model. Duplicates were removed
and inconsistencies (e.g. due to different spellings, languages or abbre
viations) adapted. The applications and focus of each project were
extracted from the project websites to accompany the method in
analyzing different variations. The projects’ websites were also checked
randomly to determine whether the project leaders and participants

3.2.2. Effective network diversity
In evolutionary studies, the diversity of a population can be calcu
lated based on the richness (or variety), evenness (or balance), and
disparity of its properties [27–32]. Richness is the number of distinct
categories in the population, evenness is the relative share of categories
from the members of the population, and disparity is the relative
distinction between the categories. Stirling [26] combines these mea
sures and defines diversity as the sum of pairwise disparities, weighted
in proportion to the contribution to the population diversity:
∑
D=
.dijα .(pi .pj )β
(11)
ij

where pi and pj represent the share of categories i and j in the population
and dij is the degree of disparity between them. Parameters α and β are
binary variables and provide the possibility of including disparity and
balance in calculations respectively. Diversity can range from 1, when
one category is fully dominating, to the maximum number of categories,
when all the categories are independent and have the same share of the
members from the population.
For the case of overlapping cliques, the intensity of overlap is a factor
of the number of firms shared between two cliques. Therefore, the
overlap is proportional to the number of links shared between two cli
ques. As a result, disparity is calculated as the proportion of existing
number of links in the network to the potential number of links in the
absence of any overlap. In addition, balance equals the average number
of links in each community divided by the maximum number of links in
the existing communities. Therefore, Eq. (11) can be operationalized by
averaging over the whole network as:
li L
D = N. max .∑
li
li

(12)

where N is the number of communities identified by CPM, li is the
number of links for each community, li is the average number of links for
all the communities, lmax
is the maximum number of links within the
i
communities and L is the total number of existing links in the network.
4
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were correct. The JRC online-database also includes project classifica
tions in terms of content with seven overlapping categories: Smart
Network Management, Integration of Distributed Energy Resources,
Integration of Large Scale Renewable Energy Systems, Aggregation
(Demand Response, Virtual Power Plant), Smart Customer/Smart Home,
Electric Vehicles and Vehicle2Grid Applications, and finally Smart Me
ters (only if they are part of a wider Smart Grid project). This classifi
cation was used as a complementary source to add more information to
specific projects. Although the database covers smart grid projects R&D
in Europe started between 2002 and January 2014, the analysis was
limited to the period of 2002–2012 because entries for 2013 were
incomplete. It resulted in identifying 191 R&D projects in total.

the existing network. This special case is discussed later in §4.4.
In the next sections, the structural components in the main stream
and different variations are presented, by focusing on the subject of the
primary R&D projects.
4.2.1. Structure of the main path
Fig. 3 summarizes the main stream of knowledge development, as
three phases, explaining how R&D activities mature over time.
In the first phase, which ranges from 2002 to 2006, “integration of
large-scale and distributed renewable energy sources to the grid” is the
first motivation behind R&D activities. As can be seen in Table 2, the
number of projects is very limited, and diversity or richness show the
emergence of the first community in 2005, which is focused on inte
gration of distributed energy sources to the grid. This phase starts with
developing methodologies and frameworks to facilitate the introduction
of tools and control mechanisms for the integration of distributed energy
systems and renewable energy sources. Then, innovations move toward
investigating the technical and non-technical barriers of distributed
energy deployment and analyzing the potential contribution of distrib
uted energy sources to the total energy supply. These focal activities link
the integration of renewable sources to aggregation technologies and
solutions, and start two variations in the main path, as discussed in §4.3.
Considering the renewable energy sources, wind energy is the primary
energy source. Projects are centered around large-scale integration of
wind farms, forecasting methods and uncertainty analysis for wind
generation, and collaboration between wind generation companies and
transmission system operators for wind integration.
These activities are followed in the second phase from 2007 to 2009
by solutions for improving the infrastructure to “optimize the supply and
demand balance” through smart network management, and the “intro
duction of ICT infrastructure”. Table 2 shows there is a slight increase in
the diversity from 1 to 1.18, which implies a variation has been devel
oped along with the main path. The value for richness confirms it, by
showing the number of communities increases from 1 to 2, and reaches
to 4 communities in 2009, while diversity continues increasing up to
1.44. Considering these numbers and the increase in the number of
projects to 74 shows other variations emerge in the second phase, and
the network starts to grow and diversify. Looking at the content of
projects, the second phase starts with developing commercial and
technical frameworks for active demand (AD) by investigating the
triggers of actor participation in domestic and commercial markets. It
shapes a variety of research activities focused on demand side man
agement and user participation. Then, research projects move towards
investigating options to accelerate the introduction of ICT to smart
distribution grids and formulating different scenarios and policy op
tions. It opens new opportunities for systemic and integrated ICT-based
solutions, and natural development of the path toward more practical
applications of ICT in the energy system.
In the third phase from 2010 to 2012, the diversity decreases slightly
to 1.18, and then jumps to 1.97. The number of projects continue to
increase, which highlights the emergence of large communities, fol
lowed by rapid diversification in the next years, which is an interesting
result to be analyzed. The main activities in this phase depict providing
“advanced solutions and applications”, along with “developing stan
dards and interoperability measures” as necessary to exploit the po
tential benefits provided by the smart energy system.
Here the focus shifts towards involvement of ICT actors in the dy
namics of the smart energy system and providing solutions based on the
new IT infrastructure. On one hand, focusing on standards for ICT-based
innovations and Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI) as the re
quirements for integrating ICT-enabled solutions highlights the impor
tance of providing the required infrastructure to exploit the benefits of
smart grids. It requires facilitating collaboration between actors from
the energy sector and ICT firms to co-define new solutions and stan
dards, and can explain the decrease in network diversity in the begin
ning of this phase. On the other hand, ICT-enabled applications such as

4. Results
In this section, the convergence of smart grid developments in
Europe is explored with a focus on the main projects and applications.
Different variations in the main stream are discussed, which summarize
the main advancements in the field. Analyzing the variations is followed
by a discussion on the emergence of a new variation with increasing
dominance, which behaves in a different way compared to other
variations.
4.1. Intensity of preferential attachment in network formation
Following the discussion in §3.1, the degree distribution of projects is
fitted to a hybrid model to find the parameter α, in order to specify how
the network could be understood as a combination of two extremes cases
of uniformly random and preferential attachment models. Based on the
assumptions, the hybrid model is developed by including the links that
have a weight greater than 1, in order to include the firms contributing
to the emergence of the main path.
In this respect, the first task is to calculatem. Since it equals the
number of new links formed in each year, it is half of the added degree.
The overall degree is 2tm; therefore, m is half of the average degree. The
average degree for the network of R&D projects between 2002 and 2012
equals 14.042; therefore, m equals 7.021.
The next step is to approximateα in an iterative process, by using
equation (10) and starting with an initial guess for α0 and finding α1 and
continuing with a grid of values to find the final value, as shown in
Table 1. It depicts the estimate for α is close to 0, meaning the degree
distribution is close to the case of preferential attachment. In this
respect, the results verify the existence of a main path, or the high
tendency of new created nodes to attach to the existing nodes in pro
portion to their degrees.
4.2. The main stream of innovations
Following the method described in §3.2, the results of running the
CPM algorithm and calculating the diversity of the resulting commu
nities are summarized in Table 2.
Based on Table 2, the cumulative network of 191 projects forms 52
cliques (Fig. 1), and the CPM is able to aggregate these cliques into 14
communities, with a substantial jump in the last year from 4 to 14. This
relatively high increase is reflected in the network diversity as well
(Fig. 2), where by calculating diversity, the effective number of distinct
variations oscillates between 1 and 2 with a relatively high increase
(48%) in the last year from 1.33 to 1.97. It implies a possible structural
change in the network by the launch of new projects that show a rela
tively high value of clustering within themselves and independence from
Table 1
Initial parameter estimates and estimated values for α.
α0
α1

0.50

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.01

0.06

0.35

0.28

0.21

0.15

0.08

0.03

0.06
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Table 2
Summary of diversity analysis over time.
Year

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Projects
Cliques
Richness (communities)
Evenness
Disparity
Diversity

1
0
0
0
0
0

2
0
0
0
0
0

3
0
0
0
0
0

5
1
1
1
1
1

14
1
1
1
1
1

28
3
2
0.77
0.77
1.18

43
7
3
0.83
0.57
1.42

74
18
4
0.94
0.38
1.44

115
24
3
0.60
0.62
1.12

148
36
4
0.59
0.56
1.33

191
52
14
0.62
0.23
1.97

lowest centrality in the network), Fig. 4 summarizes the main cliques
and central projects, which shape four network clusters. Each cluster is
composed of communities, as explained in §3.2.1. In the network, the
bigger nodes represent older projects, and over time the more recent
projects have smaller sizes. As expected, the majority of the early smart
grid projects have a central place, and by analyzing the focus of new
projects, the focal activities within the three phases can be deduced.
These focal activities create variations in the main path, depicted as the
network clusters in different colors, and are presented in the following
sections.
4.3.1. Smart network management by supply/demand optimization
As the blue cluster in Fig. 4 depicts, the first smart grid projects
constitute this variation, and over time newer projects expand this
variation. Integration of distributed and large-scale renewable energy
sources, as the central focus of initial smart grid projects in Europe,
naturally leads to control and optimization problems in the distribution
grid. Advanced optimization models and ICT-enabled services are po
tential solutions to these issues, where innovative firms and research
institutions are active in demand aggregation projects to collaborate on
developing systemic and advanced solutions for the optimization
problem.
There are several solutions aimed to balance supply and demand and
optimize network operations from different angles. Deploying virtual
synchronous machines (GSV) for stabilization of frequency in the dis
tribution networks, developing methods for efficient design and opera
tion as well as coordination of different applications, introducing
platforms for real time optimization and monitoring of demand in
neighborhoods to increase efficiency and developing a hierarchical
system model for optimizing energy consumption in mobile consumers
are examples of the central topics.
As expected, in the last years of our analysis, ICT-enabled solutions
become more widespread. Advanced monitoring solutions for opti
mizing transmission and distribution systems through adding novel
functions to power components and the design of active distribution
networks for facilitation of customer involvement through interoperable
ICT systems are two major advancements in this direction. Fig. 5 sum
marizes the main advancements in the smart network management
variation.

Fig. 1. Number of projects versus cliques.

Fig. 2. Number of communities versus diversity.

electric mobility and electric vehicles (EV) are introduced through
developing frameworks for impact analysis of large-scale EV introduc
tion and more systemic issues such as interoperability of interfaces,
along with the development of new business models. It means new ap
plications and solutions start to emerge in the system, thus increasing
network diversity and richness.
4.3. Variations in the main stream: New innovative directions

4.3.2. End-user aggregation in smart infrastructure
The second variation emerges around developing solutions for the
aggregation of demand side smart solutions and improving the under
lying infrastructure. Looking at Fig. 4, the aggregation cluster is
composed of medium-size nodes, which grow over time with the addi
tion of new projects. This variation aims to enhance actor participation
in the power system market by providing technical and commercial

Along with the main path of innovations, which depicts a sequence of
ideas in the field, some variations form around these ideas. In other
words, these variations build upon the knowledge and resources
developed in the main path, while they are different in terms of the focal
technologies and applications.
In order to show the variations graphically, by removing the pe
ripheral nodes (the nodes belonging to cliques of sizes 1 and 2, and the

Fig. 3. The focal activities in three phases of smart grid development projects.
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Fig. 4. Central nodes and their relative properties in the network of cliques. Node size represents the age of each project. Node colors represent different
network clusters.

Fig. 5. Network hubs in the variation “Smart Network Management”.

frameworks, where DSOs collaborate with each other, as well as with
manufacturers and research institutes. The second advancement in this
variation is developing the Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
necessary for enabling demand side solutions. DSOs collaborate with
other firms for developing public and open standards for AMI, and
improving interoperability for smart meter operation, integration of
automation devices and volatility monitoring.
One important advancement in this direction is the integration of
electric vehicles (EVs) toward smart mobility, enabled by developing an
analytical framework to evaluate the impact of large-scale introduction
of electric vehicles to the grid infrastructure. Analyzing challenges and
opportunities are followed up by developing intelligent charging sys
tems and real-time data exchange for electric vehicles, which open the
space for collaboration between universities and firms from the auto
mobile industry. The share of ICT firms and contributions of advance
ments in information technologies increased over time in this variation.
Fig. 6 summarizes the primary developments of the aggregation
variation.

Fig. 6. Network Hubs in the variation “aggregation”.

energy sources into large scale virtual power plants to increase pene
tration and analyzing the potential contribution of ICTs to distributed
generation systems are the first advancements in this variation. In other
words, integration of distributed energy systems is the testbed for
analyzing the applicability of ICT-enabled solutions and innovations.
These developments were followed by collaborations between actors
from the energy and ICT sectors on defining requirements and trial cases
for domain-specific enablers and investigating interoperability issues
along with needed business models for integrating new applications
such as electric vehicles.
On the other side, companies and governments have considered the
infrastructure needed to exploit the benefits provided by ICT firms.
Platforms for integrating appliance-level services on the consumer side
by gathering consumption data for new business opportunities and data
management infrastructure to boost prosumers’ responses and active
participation in smart distribution grid are two advancements for

4.3.3. ICT for smart energy solutions
The ICT cluster in Fig. 4, is composed of many small nodes in the
network, which highlight the presence of recent projects. This is
consistent with the general structure of the main path, where ICT-based
applications emerge in the third period of study. The role of ICTs in the
development of smart grids is crucial and influences the natural path of
smart grid development. Indeed, aggregating distributed renewable
7
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developing infrastructures to deploy ICTs. Tools for data management,
and the development of related enabling technologies complement the
picture. For instance, grid sensing and metering technologies for gath
ering information improve control and management mechanisms as well
as design and topology of the smart system; configurable information
systems are a systemic solution for power quality monitoring, remote
sensing and developing smart metering platforms; or data mining
techniques, data management tools and decision support systems in a bidirectional information system assist different actors in analyzing the
huge amount of data gathered from both consumption and distributed
generation profiles. Fig. 7 summarizes the main advancements in the ICT
variation.
4.4. Emergence of a dominant variation
As briefly discussed in §4.2, although the gradual increase in the
number of projects and cliques continues in the last years of analysis
(Fig. 1), a significant increase is observed in the number of communities
and diversity of the network in the last year. This increase can be better
understood by tracking the network development over time and the
emergence of a variation, less connected to the other variations in the
network. In Fig. 4, it can be seen the TSO cluster is composed of mediumsize nodes, which form a small and well-connected cluster. But to un
derstand the different structure of this variation better, Fig. 8 shows a
representation of the network by focusing on the links with the highest
weight, it highlights the role of firms collaborating in multiple projects.
On the left side, the main path and variations are visible, while the
central projects of this new variation can be observed on the right side.
These two parts of the network are mainly connected via less focal
projects shown in the middle of the figure.
Indeed, similar to other variations, this variation originates from the
integration of distributed energy resources, through the integration of
wind farms to the European transmission network. Transmission System
Operators (TSOs) are involved in these research initiatives, especially
the ones established by European TSOs in collaboration with the Euro
pean Commission (EC), focused on innovating activities similar to other
variations. A consortium of TSOs and research centers has focused on the
optimization and simulation frameworks in high and extra-high voltage
transmission networks in Europe, followed by developing tools and
methods for optimal design of the transmission network in the European
Union. Gradually, these initiatives moved toward advanced control and
optimization technologies such as smart network management appli
cations, Wide Area Monitoring (WAM) and advanced network control
lers for transmission network monitoring and validating different
market designs for the integration of massive flexible generation.
In the last years of analysis, analyzing the vulnerability and contin
gency planning of the transmission network by including ICT systems
and enabling robust control through communication infrastructure are
two of the applications of ICTs in TSO-centered projects. These de
velopments were followed by large and EU-funded projects claiming to
support a “pan-European” transmission system, which focus on smart
network management programs for three applications as optimizing
transmission capacities of the grid at different spatial scales by TSOs,
developing a methodology for planning the European transmission
network to ensure the reliability of renewable energy delivery, and
simulating uncertainties and real-time optimization for security and grid

Fig. 8. Schematic representation of the emerging dominant variation (on the
right side).

stability purposes. Fig. 9 summarizes the main advancements in the TSO
variation. The main difference compared to other variations is that the
developments are centered around TSOs as the focal actors, instead of
the centrality of one main application.
Furthermore, although EU-funding has a substantial role in the
development of innovative activities in the database, large EU-funded
projects are more common in this variation, which partially change
the network structure and shape a large community of collaborating
firms. In addition, since the TSOs have a central role in this variation, it
is not surprising to see the main activities are focused on the challenges
and issues in the transmission network, especially at the European level.
4.5. Discussion
Fig. 10 summarizes innovative activities shaping the main stream
and the variations of smart grid initiatives in Europe (as a compilation of
Figs. 3, 5, 6, 7 and 9 ). The advancements in the main stream represent
the general developments and interests within the network of R&D
projects. However, these developments do not reflect the variety of
technologies, applications and collaborations; therefore, the variations
represent the diversity of ideas and corporate strategies forming inno
vation pathways. These emerging branches show a divergence in the
early years of development and a converging pattern toward ICT-based
solutions in the later years of analysis. Therefore, the changing diversity
of the network can be used as an indicator of the relative variety or
decentralization of technological solutions in different parts of the
network.
Looking at the whole map of innovative activities, three variations
emerging around specific technological applications, and one TSO-based
variation have concepts and applications in common. In general, these
variations depict high importance of ICT systems, ICT integration and a
proper ICT infrastructure. The right side of Fig. 10 summarizes the role
of users, in terms of active demand and user participation, as well as the
importance of collaboration between different actor groups, including
ICT and utility companies. These collaborations and participations

Fig. 7. Hubs in the variation “ICT”.
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Fig. 9. Network hubs in the emerging variation “TSO”.

Fig. 10. The main stream of ideas (center) and variations of smart grid R&D projects.

facilitate ICT-enabled applications and the developing of standards, as
well as interoperability measures.
On the left side, innovative activities for optimizing and monitoring
both transmission and distribution networks are summarized. These are
required activities to enable the infrastructure to incorporate new ap
plications and services, and facilitate standardization and scaling up the
solutions to wider geographical regions. Therefore, these two parts of
the graph are complementary.
Considering model validation, the existing literature on scientific
and research advancements in the field of smart grid technologies,
supports the findings of this paper. The early advancements in the ag
gregation of distributed energy sources to the grid is associated with
early smart metering rollout efforts in Italy, Sweden, and Finland be
tween 2001 and 2006. The largest DSO in Italy, e-distribuzione, with
86% market share in Italy covered almost all its network by smart meters
during this period [45]. In Sweden, a regulation change in 2003 required
monthly metering for small consumers, and led to the rollout of the first
generation of smart meters [46]. Finland is also one of the pioneers of
smart metering deployment in Europe [47], in which its DSO regulation
has combined different economic models to incentivize DSOs to invest in
smart meters since 2005 [48]. Simões et al. [49] confirms the first smart
grid projects in Europe were focused on the integration of renewable
energy sources and distributed generation into the European electricity
grid cluster.
Simões et al. [49], also by comparing the development of smart grid
technologies in Europe and the US conclude the European countries are
unified in R&D related technologies, supported by the structures
developed by the EU. Actor participation in the second period, is asso
ciated with the launch of the European Technology Platform for Smart

Grids in 2005, which published a first vision for the development of
smart grids in 2006 and a strategic research agenda in 2007 [50–52], in
order to aggregate the activities of all users connected to it. These efforts
in the later years have been complemented by an adequate level of
reliability and flexibility in ICT infrastructure in order to support a smart
grid [51] and enable applications such as Demand Side Management
(DSM), microgrid, and network monitoring.
Finally, regarding the emergence of a new variation around TSOs in
the second period of study, ENTSO-E [53] explains that in 2008, the
regional associations from several countries, including Ireland, the UK,
Finland, Sweden, Norway, and Denmark were merged into the European
Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSOE).
This resulted in activities that coordinated 41 TSOs from 34 countries. It
can explain why a dominant variation can be observed, with a different
structure around a specific actor group instead of specific research
activities.
5. Contributions and implications
This study has theoretical and practical contributions. Regarding the
literature on technological trajectories and main path analysis, this
paper takes a step forward and proposes a method to verify the existence
of a main path. This is an important point, especially for analyzing an
emerging technological system. The literature takes the convergence of
innovative activities to specific technological solutions for granted,
which might be a valid assumption for mature technologies, but without
analyzing the existence of a convergence, main path and trajectory
analysis seem unjustified. Furthermore, the method presented in this
research can complement the common methods of analyzing the
9
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network of publications, citations, or other outputs of innovation ac
tivity. This complementary role can be crucial for emerging fields with
the lack of sources such as patent data or scientific publications, which is
a common problem in emerging technological fields.
From a practical perspective, by analyzing the early evolution of
smart grid as an emerging technological system, this paper contributes
to understanding how policies, corporate strategies towards collabora
tion with other innovative firms, and competition between different
technological innovations shape the main stream of innovations and
different variations. Policies at the national and international levels set
the minimum requirements and facilitate collaboration to develop
technical and institutional requirements. Innovative firms’ decisions to
compete against other firms or collaborate on specific technologies are
critical for understanding the emergence of different variations and the
convergence of innovative ideas toward specific solutions.
In this respect, the results have implications for the strategic man
agement of innovative firms in order to make decision on collaborating
in larger projects or commencing new research projects. Analyzing the
main stream and variations in technological developments shows the
changing focus and maturity of research activities, which can provide
insight about the future developments and potential R&D-related di
rections. It means these firms can benefit from this analysis by under
standing the main actors and dominant innovations, which can support
future strategy developments. Emerging technologies provide market
opportunities; therefore, they necessitate entering new market segments
and investing in technological solutions, which can benefit from un
derstanding the state of existing primary solutions and potential future
directions. Beyond smart grid systems, the method outlined in this paper
can be transferred to other emerging innovation systems to summarize
the main stream of ideas of innovative activities and variations, which
can provide input for both managerial decisions and policy making.
Regarding technology and innovation policy, the results have im
plications for policy making in emerging technological systems in gen
eral, and smart grid development in particular. The results address how
important policies in the early years of smart grid projects have shaped
the general institutional environment in which these projects are con
ducted, through project funding and steering international collabora
tions. The results also highlight the potential impact of policies on the
development of specific variations. For instance, institutional support
has facilitated collaboration among TSOs from several countries to form
an association and collaborate on new solutions, which has led to the
emergence of one important variation in our results. In addition, policy
makers can evaluate the effectiveness of their policies in shaping the
direction of research activities, maintaining competition and the po
tential of developing new policies for steering the future direction of the
system.
Finally, the results have implications for researchers in the field of
innovation studies and smart grid systems. Analyzing the network of
collaborations shows the system can undergo short periods of increasing
and decreasing diversity. It implies over time some applications and
research activities form larger projects and attract more firms to
collaborate, while new research activities begin, probably in other di
rections. It can be understood as the natural path of increasing techno
logical readiness, while other applications can be enabled based on
existing research. For instance, integration of renewable energy sources
to the grid can enable demand-side management research programs and
grid monitoring technologies. This means researchers can continue
analyzing a subnetwork, where diversity has decreased, to understand
the next phases of development including the demonstration and realworld deployment of these innovations. The nature of these activities
can be different, since they need to consider economic feasibility and
competition against existing technologies as well. Furthermore, the re
sults highlight the difference between competing innovations and the
innovations that are prerequisite for the development of other technol
ogies. In each variation, different ideas compete, but variations can
emerge at different stages of development of an emerging technological

system. This can lead to a hierarchical analysis of innovations, which has
a direct relationship with the changing diversity of a network of
collaborations.
Apart from the usefulness and application of this method for
analyzing dominant solutions and emerging variations in emerging
technological systems, future research can improve the analysis by
gathering data on long-term developments of the system, and tracking
the changes in the explored variations. Especially for the unexpected
developments observed in some variations, further investigation could
be helpful to verify whether it is the first sign of shaping a new stream of
activities, or just a divergence from the main stream that may converge
to other variations. Furthermore, analyzing the citation or patent net
works could complement the analysis done in this paper, in order to
compare the results and show the merits and weaknesses of each
method, based on the available data and the maturity of the system.
6. Conclusions
This study explores the convergence of innovations of smart grid
technologies toward some specific solutions, by applying a method
derived from complex systems theory. In the context of smart grid
development in Europe, it examines the R&D projects and initiatives
launched between 2002 and 2012. Based on the network of connected
projects through shared firms, the paper investigates the possibility of
the emergence of a main stream of innovations by fitting data to a mixed
model of preferential attachment and random networks. Smart grid
projects were used to build a cumulative network of early system
development; then, by applying an algorithm derived from diversity
measures, the innovation variations were determined and visualized
through social network analysis software.
In conclusion, complex network theory can provide a proper basis for
analyzing the network of research projects in order to analyze the main
streams of innovations and the emergence of innovation variations. The
results of such analysis are helpful to guide strategic decision making in
innovative firms to take part in research collaborations or focus on
specific smart energy technologies. In addition, the results have impli
cations for policy makers aiming to influence the direction of smart grid
research programs and promote competition by keeping options open.
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